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Outline –
Professional-Patient Boundaries

• Audience response poll – 4 scenarios

• Patient presentation: County ASC-GMC pt

• Critically review prevailing boundary paradigms

– Historical and current context

– How issue relates to your/our work

– Relate to various quality/safety projects

– Practical ideas/suggestions

• Q&A
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Audience Poll- 4 Scenarios

For each scenario

• A. Have you ever done something similar to
this?

• B. Is it acceptable to do something like this?
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• The medical practice running late resulting in
a poor patient missing a ride home. It is
raining, no good public transportation is
available and the physician knows that the
patient’s house is along his/her route home.
MD offers to drive patient home

Scenario #1 – Giving Pt ride home
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Scenario #2 –
Giving $ to help pay for med

• It is late Friday afternoon and the treatment
team has exhausted all means of getting
needed medication renewal covered by
insurance for an indigent patient. MD reaches
into own pocket and gives patient $30 to pay
for the medication
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Scenario #3
Help find job ex-prisoner

• A patient who was recently released from
prison is having difficulty finding employment.
Based on a clinical assessment that patient
has been successfully rehabilitated from drugs
and is reliable, the physician contacts a friend
who owns a hardware store to inquire (and
advocate for) if any job is available working in
the hardware store.
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Scenario #4 – Employing a Pt

• A patient is unemployed for the past 18
months, unemployment benefits now have
run out, and unable to pay rent and about to
become homeless. MD offers patient 6 hours
per week temp job doing (non-patient related)
filing and office work to help pay rent.
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Raises Fundamental Questions

• Are Cook County, Cambridge, Brigham different

– And should they be?

• Nature of our “relationships” with our patients

• How can we more fully, effectively, deeply care for
our patients

• What are boundaries we should vs. should not cross

• How does this relate to social and historical context
of what is happening in in medicine and society
today
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ASC Meeting; Job Helping me in my office

• Just released from prison; drugs

• Walk-in Clinic for HBP meds

• Referred to my General Med Clinic

– “..cared about more than medicine”

• Offered temp job filing, packing boxes

– Appreciation being given “2nd chance”
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Successful Referral for Employment

• Referred, advocated for job
• Driver for his vacuum repair business

• Pride in being “best driver ever”

• Working there past 6 years
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Reunited, Reconciled w/ 2 Daughters

• Resume role as “dad”
and financial support

• Kids used to see me as a
just a drug addict”

• Surprise news:

– Daughter’s graduation

• Bachelors in criminal justice

• Desire to “repay debt to society”
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Is there a label/name for
what we are talking about?

• Personal relationships w/ patients

• Enhanced caring relationships

• Caring for the “whole person”

• Going the extra mile

• Patient- centered care (“extreme”; “concierge”)

• Extending helping-hand to those most in need

• Crossing boundaries where compelling reasons

• Solidarity beyond charity

• Normal human empathy and compassion
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• “How do you teach empathy -- you don't
need to --you just enhance it--you don't
need to teach it since it’s already inside
of us.”
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So What’s the Problem/Issue

• Controversial, contentious, issues

• Painful choices for providers

• “Demanding/difficult” patients

• Time- more and more stresses

• Personal painful questions raised about at my
hospital about my actions

– Face-to-face w/ questions challenged me to think
deeply about issues.
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Re-thinking Prevailing Wisdom

• Decisions to extend hand needs to be contextual
and caring rather than inflexible and arbitrary

• Like rest of medicine balance risk-benefit
– Need to weigh, minimize risks, maximize benefits

• Historical context
– Understanding 1970-90s; vs. 2012

• Renewing our professionalism, humanity
– Laying groundwork for different more caring approach

– Call for more honesty, transparency, fairness

– Charity vs. solidarity?
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Potential Risks

• Expect repeated help

• Become dependent; impair
own resourcefulness

• “Divert” $ buy/sell
drugs/alcohol

• Other pts will expect similar

• Distracts from medical
needs (screening)

• Takes away from care/time
of other patients

• Legal liabilities (car accident)

• Injurious to objectivity

• Potential for privacy violations

• Excessive demands profl’s time

• Burnout; over-involvement

• Staff dynamics, differing abilities

• Exploit needy pts, unequal power
relationships

• Transference, coercion, perceived
obligation, burden

• Opens door to sexual relationship

Practical Problems Broader Concerns

from extending hand to help needy pts
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Opinion 10.015 - The Patient-Physician Relationship
The practice of medicine, and its embodiment in the
clinical encounter between a patient and a physician,
is fundamentally a moral activity that arises from the
imperative to care for patients and to alleviate
suffering.

The relationship between patient and physician is
based on trust and gives rise to physicians’ ethical
obligations to place patients’ welfare above their own
self-interest and above obligations to other groups,
and to advocate for their patients’ welfare.
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Potential “Medical” Benefits
• Rapport, trust building, conveying caring
• Promotes continuity
• Enhanced communication
• Learning more about patient
• Therapeutic alliance; development, negotiation realistic

therapeutic plan
• Adherence to recommendations/plan
• Synergies w/ supportive counseling (“words the can heal”)

• Pt more comfortable sharing info; empowered to speak
up, seek out care, access services when needed

• Enables access/advocacy for community services
• “Co-producing” diagnosis
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Academic Medicine 2012
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But more than just
“medical” needs/benefits
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Every time we say “no” to a needy patient,
do we lose a bit of our professionalism,

a bit of our humanity?

• It’s not my job

• I’m too busy

• I don’t trust you

• I’m not allowed to help you

• Let the social worker deal with it

• That’s not what medicine is about

• As a professional, best not to get involved

• I know you’re suffering but nothing I can do
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BMJ Quality & Safety 11/11
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• “When the patient asked for something that did not
exactly conform to their job description, they sought
to ignore the requests.”

• “….what I noticed was that staff seemed to be so
overworked and overwhelmed by their duties that
they had no time or energy to deal with anything
other than their basic duties. Despite good
intentions, they couldn't address the plethora of
problems a vulnerable patient encounters.”

Villette BMJ Qual Safety 11/11
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Key Historical Contexts

1970s-90s – Boundaries Construct
– Documentation/scandals especially psychotherapists,

others sexual relationships w/ patients

• ~10-12% M; 4% F

– Feminist critiques of medical power abuses

– Adoption various “zero tolerance” codes
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JAMA 1995
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Key Historical Contexts

2013 – Boundaries Current Status/Issues

–Consensus: no sexual contact

• Debates re: former pts

– ↑Strains on doctor-pt relationship (time, etc)

• Corporatization, commercialization of relx

–“Patient-Centered” care/Medical Home

– Increasing awareness/oversight gifts to MD’s

–Growing disparities, poverty, unemployment
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Ann Fam Med 2010
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JGIM 2004
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• 1264 primary care visits to 24 MDs

• 242 “personal disclosure” statements

• Mostly rapport-building and reassurance

“Fear that physician self-disclosure to patients will
lead down a slippery slope to more extreme
boundary violations seems unsubstantiated in
visits we studied. In routine office practice of
primary care physicians and surgeons, the
overwhelming majority of disclosures do not
appear to represent a danger to patients”

Beach JGIM 2004
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• Home visits
• Attending funerals
• Taking extra time from schedule
• Giving pager, cell, home phone
• Sympathetic ear, not their fault
• Writing letters support for jobs,
• Bike rides: sponsor, go together
• Walking to appointment
• Driving home
• Community meetings
• Weddings, bar mitzvahs,

graduations, events at home
• Share music, books, sports, food

recipes, other interests

• Waiving co-pays
• Giving/lending money for bus-

fare, sandwich, med co-pay,
house fire

• Advocacy for social services
• Helping obtain disability

benefits
• Appealing denials
• Help overcome medication

obstacles: short term refills,
insurance glitches,

• Introducing pts to each other
peer support

• Help get dignified jobs/work
• Helping pt’s family members:

kids on drugs help w/referrals

Boundary Violations or Broadening Repertoire ?
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• Stop going to hardware store if owner
becomes my patient?

I WOULD GO OUT OF MY WAY TO GO
TO THAT HARDWARE STORE

• There’s one big problem with lending
money to patients

….THE PATIENTS ALWAYS REPAY ME

Provocative Quotes from other Health Professionals
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• View of Phyllis Jen (via husband Bob Schlauch)

THE LAWYERS HAVE DRIVEN US FROM
OUR OWN HUMANITY
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WE WROTE THESE ARTICLES AND
GUIDELINES TO KEEP DOCTORS
FROM EXPLOITING PATIENTS, NOT
FROM HELPING PATIENTS

• Glenn Gabbard, author of JAMA guidelines
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• I love taking care of patients. It is one of the
most fun things I do. My patients invite me
into their lives as I teach them how to take
care of themselves and get what they need.
These experiences are often deeply moving
and rewarding and they remind me why I
chose medicine as a profession.

Claudia Fegan Testimony for US Senate Subcommittee on

Primary Care and Aging. January 29, 2013.
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PCPs “Running out of fuel”

WE WERE DYING ON THE TREADMILL,
TRYING TO RUN FASTER AND FASTER. I
FIGURED I COULD EITHER BECOME A
DERMATOLOGIST OR BUY A BOWLING
ALLEY

Bitton, Schiff- Off the Hamster Wheel Milbank Quarterly 2012
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Maslach
Burnout
Inventory
Shanafelt
Arch Int
Med 2012
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• …..while reducing dissatisfiers (hassles,
bureaucracy, pay cuts, clunky IT systems) is an
important part of addressing burnout, it’s only
half of the equation.

• … the key [to combating physician burnout] is
promoting professional wholeness, which
flows from a full understanding of the real
sources of fulfillment

Gunderman Atlantic Monthly 8/12
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• While useful in some respects, the stress-
reduction approach addresses only the less
important of the two sides of the problem.
Reducing stressors in the work environment
may offer real benefit… It is like providing
symptomatic relief to a patient without ever
addressing the underlying disorder or
encouraging the development of life habits
that foster a positive state of well-being.
Instead of merely reducing the bad in medical
practice, we need to enhance the good

Gunderman Atlantic Monthly 8/12
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• William Osler, perhaps the most admired
physician in American history, understood well
the recipe for demoralization and burnout:
"The path is plain before you: always seek
your own interests, make of a high and sacred
calling a sordid business, and regard your
fellow creatures as so many tools of the
trade."

Gunderman Atlantic Monthly 8/12
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• Being a professional means above all
professing something, declaring openly in
work and life that we stand for something
beyond our own narrow self-interest. The
more we treat physicians as though they were
self-interested money grubbers, the more we
de-professionalize them. And a de-
professionalized physician is inevitably a
demoralized and burnt-out one.

Gunderman Atlantic Monthly 8/12
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Geller Patient Educ Couns 2008

Burnout Less from Partnering with Patients:
Validation Personal Meaning Scale
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• …the secret of the care of the patient
is in caring for the patient”

– Francis W. Peabody 1925 The Care of the
Patient

• …The secret for loving medicine is
loving the patients
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•Collective advocacy
for social change

•Personal advocacy
helping individual patients

Two strands intertwined DNA
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Conclusions

1) Profession-patient boundaries

– An issue permeating clinical care

– Important subject for reflection, caution, education,
contention, re-evaluation and research

2) Maintaining strict sexual boundaries

– An inviolable necessity

– A paradigm that ought not mandate unbalanced,
blanket proscriptions on all personal relationships
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Conclusions

3) Like all medicine need weigh benefit and risks,
individual and broader contexts.

4) Caring for and about patients, establishing
meaningful human relationships is at heart of
healing plus our own professional satisfaction

5) Students, residents, we all need help
grappling with boundary issues

– Thus need for openness, experience, case
discussions, and input from patients.

– Need training; can’t jump in, do heart transplant
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Conclusions

6) Disparities – not abstract statistics but
realities part of every clinical encounter.

– Poverty, injustice, social determinants of health
can neither be ignored, nor individually cured but
we can make a difference exercising solidarity,
compassion, and using our resources to help.
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Research Questions
1. What is prevalence various types of caring acts, problems

• Frequency; incidence problematic outcomes

2. What are various professionals’ views on:
– Whether appropriate in selected situations

– Experiences (+ and/or -); lessons for optimizing

– How vary by profession, demographic, geographic

3. Patients’/public’s views

4. Risk factors for more negative outcomes
– Can these be anticipated, minimized, mitigated

5. How to support, optimize positive potentials

6. Wealth/income gap between MD’s & patients
- How has changed; how has changed relationships; implications
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UNUSED SLIDES
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• Solidarity is the integration, and degree and
type of integration, shown by a society or
group with people and their neighbors.[1] It
refers to the ties in a society that bind people
to one another.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_relations
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Charity or Solidarity

• International solidarity is "not an act of charity but
an act of unity between allies fighting on different
terrains toward the same objectives." - Samora
Machel

• "Unlike solidarity, which is horizontal and takes place
between equals, charity is top-down, humiliating
those who receive it and never challenging the
implicit power relations." - Eduardo Galeano]
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• "Solidarity is not a matter of altruism. Solidarity
comes from the inability to tolerate the affront to our
own integrity of passive or active collaboration in the
oppression of others, and from the deep recognition
of our most expansive self-interest. From the
recognition that, like it or not, our liberation is bound
up with that of every other being on the planet, and
that politically, spiritually, in our heart of hearts we
know anything else is unaffordable." - Aurora Levins
Morales
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• "Solidarity does not assume that our struggles
are the same struggles, or that our pain is the
same pain, or that our hope is for the same
future. Solidarity involves commitment, and
work, as well as the recognition that even if
we do not have the same feelings, or the same
lives, or the same bodies, we do live on
common ground." - Sarah Ahmed
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• "If you have come here to help me, you are
wasting your time. But if you have come
because your liberation is bound up with
mine, then let us work together."

– Lilla Watson Autralian Aborinal activist speaking to
social workers 1985*

*"not comfortable being credited for something that had been born of a collective process"
and prefers that it be credited to "Aboriginal activists group, Queensland, 1970s
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• Shared decisionmaking or
Solidarity-based caring and joint advocacy

• Clarifying patients’ options
Technical role in explaining choices
Good for its emphasis on involving pt.

• Vs. actively helping, advocating, expanding options
• Standing on sidelines vs. being on patients’ side
• Consumer choices vs. emphasis on meeting pts

needs
• Removing ourselves from what patients are

experiencing.
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"Cowardice asks the question, 'Is it safe?'
Expediency asks the question, 'Is it politic?'

But conscience asks the question, 'Is it right?'
And there comes a time when one

must take a position that is
neither safe, nor politic, nor popular

but because conscience tells one it is right."

- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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• Maybe next conference will start w/ how to
mimizimize, mitigate, and overcome someof the
negatatives and risks, rather than the need to shut
the door on helping patients to fullest extent
possible.

• True risks of tokenism, burnout, disappointment,
efforts overridden

• Not reasons not to help patients but reasons to work
harder/better to try to figure out how to better help
to overcome these risks and barriers,
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• There are so many ways you can help a patient as a
doctor, why do you have to resort to that?

• We are admonishing your for your own good, to
protect you against potential negative consequences

• Your remind me of a bumper sticker from the 60’s
“Practice Random Acts of Kindness”—that is a fine
philosophy but it has no place in the doctor-patient
relationship (actually Anne Herbert 1982)
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• Hospital security guard commenting on
issue of boundaries and helping patients

THESE PEOPLE DON’T UNDERSTAND
WHAT LIFE IS LIKE OUT THERE

Quotes from other Health Professionals
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